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Create Happy, Harmonious Homes 
(and Better Businesses, Too)

With over 40 million lawsuits litigated annually and the third 
highest divorce rate in the world, Americans clearly have 
trouble getting along. But according to Dr. Vicki Matthews, 
a Naturopathic Physician and Relationship Coach, it doesn’t 
need to be that way. Dr. Matthews has pioneered a system 
that not only accurately predicts the highs and lows in 
every relationship, it also provides easy ways to address any 
troubled connection. Using her system, we can get along 
better with anyone, anytime, anyplace. Let Dr. Vicki Matthews 
show your audience how!

STORY IDEAS 
• Our five basic personality styles and the predictable ways 

we interact.
• The five ways we build up each other.
• The five ways we diminish each other without knowing it 

and how to change that.
• Holiday Help: Easy ways to keep everyone happy during 

the holidays.
• Understanding what’s important to the people in your life.
• Colors that encourage peace between our personalities.
• What the people in your life will automatically love (and 

hate).
• Discover the deepest needs of your family and friends.
• Food as Medicine: Foods that will support harmonious 

interactions.
• Case Example: Help for a dad whose son prefers cameras 

over footballs.
• Case Example: Help for an attorney with an office in 

chaos.
• Case Example: How this system saved Vicki’s marriage.

“Dr. Vicki Matthews has a natural ability to take complex information and make it easily understood.  
She excels at helping people feel empowered to change.”–J. V. LPCC, Psychotherapist

“Dr. Matthews is the rare presenter whose style embodies her passion, knowledge,  
and expertise. She instructs and coaches, as well as inspires.” –J.E. PhD

“My life is forever changed for having worked with Dr. Vicki Matthews.” –K.C., PhD


